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LOW
 VISIONThe Okolux Plus Mobil is a battery operated handheld illuminated magnifier 

that comes in three light temperatures (2700K, 4500K, and 6000K) for 

improved reading acuity and customization for each indivdual’s unique 

visual needs.

Each magnifier is made from Schweizer’s NEW Infekt-Protect material and 

equipped with a 4 chip SMD LED which provides a very birght, consistent high 

contrast light source and creates the ideal illumination for reading material 

due to the special light emiiting diode. 

The Okolux plus Mobil magnifier has been engineered to be have low energy

consumption and provide long battery life.

Each magnifier also includes three AAA batteries, a microfiber pouch 

for protection and lens cleaning, as well as a convenient  integrated lanyard 

holder.

Dear Valued Customer,

Thank you very much for taking the time to review our new Low Vision catalog which we feel illustrates Precision Vision’s 
commitment to helping those with Low Vision.

Over the years Precision Vision has had many requests to carry a Low Vision product line, and while it has taken many years of 
research, we’re extremely happy with the result as this time that was taken was necessary to build a top quality product line that 
is second to none and exceeds both our customer and our own expectations.

Did you know - according to a world wide study sponsored by Pfi zer and the World Glaucoma Association, twice as any people 
were afraid of going blind as compared to those who were afraid of a premature death or heart disease? 

Many Low Vision patients are told by their primary eye care provider that “nothing can be done” for them and these words are 
incredibly damaging as many patients suffer from depression as a result of this news and give up hope that there may be a 
solution that works for them as they assume they will go blind. Many of these individuals lose their sense of independence as 
they are forced to rely on friends and family to help them with many personal and private daily tasks such as reading their mail 
and reconciling bank statements. While they may lose some sight in the central area of their vision; with the proper training, 
lighting, and magnifi cation they can feel the return of some of their independence and this is what makes Low Vision aids and 
solutions so important. 

As an Eye Care Professional are you and your staff prepared to offer your Low Vision patients customized solutions to fi t their 
unique set of circumstances? 

We hope this new catalog inspires you as you gain information about some of the tools that are out there to help your patients. 
Precision Vision is committed to partnering with you to help you understand how these solutions work, can benefi t your patent 
and add additional profi tability to your practice.

If there is anything we can do to help you please be sure to contact us directly at (815) 223-2022 and let us know.

Sincerely,

Ed Kopidlansky
President
Precision Vision

HANDHELD MAGNIFIERS

CAT. NO. 134112

CAT. NO. 134122

CAT. NO. 134102

2700K 4500K 6000K

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 10D - 

Angled Head 

132102 134102 136102

Handheld Illuminated Maginifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 10D 132112 134112 136112

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 12D 132122 134122 136122

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 16D 132162 134162 136162

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 20D 132202 134202 136202

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 24D 132242 134242 136242

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 28D 132282 134282 136282

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 39D 132392 134392 136392

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 48D 132482 134482 136482

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 56D 132562 134562 136562

CAT. NO. 134092 

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  plus Mobil Box 10, 10A, 12, 

16, 20, 24, & 28D 4500 K

CAT. NO. 134082 

Handheld Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux plus Mobil 

Display  10, 10A, 12, 12, 16, 20, & 24D 4500 K
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LOW
 VISIONThe Okolux Plus is a battery operated  illuminated  stand magnifier that comes  

in three light temperatures (2700K, 4500K, and 6000K) for improved 

reading acuity and customization for each indivdual’s unique visual needs.

Each magnifier is made from Schweizer’s NEW Infekt-Protect material and is

equipped with a 4 chip SMD LED which provides a very birght, consistent  

high contrast light source and  creates the ideal illumination for reading 

material due to the special light emiiting diode.

The Okolux Plus stand magnifi ers also feature a NEW battery change 

mechanism which incorporates a new hinge system allowing the battery 

cover to remain connected to the magnifi er housing making it easier for those 

with Low Vision to change the batteries quickly without having to worry 

about losing any parts.  

The Okolux plus  magnifier has been engineered to be have low energy 

consumption and provide a long battery life.

 In addition each magnifier includes three AA batteries.

STAND MAGNIFIERS

CAT. NO. 144162 

CAT. NO. 144082 

CAT. NO. 144482 

2700K 4500K 6000K

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 8D* 142082 144082 146082

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 12D 142122 144122 146122

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 16D 142162 144162 146162

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 20D 142202 144202 146202

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 24D 142242 144242 146242

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 28D 142282 144282 146282

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 39D 142392 144392 146392

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Okolux  Plus 48D 142482 144482 146482

CAT. NO. 140092  
 This Okolux Plus Box includes a 20 D, 16 D, 12 D, &  8 D magnifi er 

heads and 3 magnifi er handles 2700 K, 4500 K, 6000 K providing the 

option to evaluate different light temperatures with varying amounts 

of power to ultimately provide a customized solution for every 

patient’s unique visual needs.

CAT. NO. 140292 
This Okolux Plus Box includes a 56 D, 48 D, 39 D, &  28 D magnifi er 

heads and 3 magnifi er handles 2700 K, 4500 K, 6000 K providing the 

option to evaluate different light temperatures with varying amounts 

of power to ultimately provide a customized solution for every 

patient’s unique visual needs.

ADDITIONAL MAGNIFIERS
TWIN LUX
The Twin Lux LED 8D  (4.4x) Magnifi er is a battery operated  illuminated 

stand magnifi er comes  in three light temperatures (2700K, 4500K, and 

6000K) for improved reading acuity and customization for each indivdual’s 

unique visual needs.

Each magnifi er is equipped with three precisely aligned 4 chip SMD LEDs 

which provide a very birght, consistent high contrast light source and creates 

the ideal illumination for reading material due to the special light emitting diode.

The world’s largest fi eld of view at a 4.4x magnifi cation is created by 2 

aspheric lightweight lenses placed at a precisely engineered distance. 

The Twin Lux LED magnifi er creates a comfortable reading posture through 

ergonomically tilted style and has been engineered to be have low energy 

consumption and provide a long battery life. 

In addition each magnifi er includes three AA batteries. 

BAR MAGNIFIERS
The reading bar magnifi ers are made from an optical grade plastic and 

feature an integrated handle recess   

2700K 4500K 6000K

Stand Illuminated Magnifi er, Twin Lux LED 8D  2700 K 916222 916242 916262

CAT. NO. 916202  

CAT. NO. 432142  

Bar Magnifi er, Reading Bar  2 x,140 x 20 mm / 

165 x 20 mm

CAT. NO. 432202  

Bar Magnifi er, ‘Reading Bar 1,5 x, 330 x 35 mm / 

350 x 35 mm..Red guiding line’

CAT. NO. 432332 

Bar Magnifi er, ‘Reading Bar 1,5 x, 330 x 35 mm / 

350 x 35 mm..Red guiding line’

CAT. NO. 433202  

Bar Magnifi er, ‘Reading Bar 1,5 x, 200 x 35 mm / 

220 x 35 mm
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LOW
 VISION

CAT. NO. 8872  

BEECHER MIRAGE 4X MONOCULAR OD

CAT. NO. 8870  

BEECHER MIRAGE 3X BINOCULAR

CAT. NO. 8875  

BEECHER MIRAGE 5.5X MONOC OD

CAT. NO. 8877  

BEECHER MIRAGE 7X BINOC/EXT.EYE

CAT. NO. 8878  

BEECHER MIRAGE 7X BINOCULAR

CAT. NO. 8879  

BEECHER MIRAGE 7X MONOCULAR OD

Beecher Binoculars & Monoculars are telescopic eyeware that provide 

magnifi cation and allow the patient to sit at a normal distance from the viewing 

surface. For patients with vision of 20/200 or more, the best results have been with 

the 7X Beecher Mirage.

LOW VISION TELESCOPES

CAT. NO. 8871  

BEECHER MIRAGE 4X BINOCULAR

CAT. NO. 8874  

BEECHER MIRAGE 5.5X BINOCULAR

ADDITIONAL MAGNIFIERS

DOME MAGNIFIERS
Visolett dome magnifi ers are made from glass and include a white plastic rim.    

CAT. NO. 930642  

Dome Magnifi er, Visolett Circular 

magnifi er with plastic rim 40 mm

CAT. NO. 930602

Dome Magnifi er, Visolett 

Leather Case 65 mm

CAT. NO. 930762

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld magnifi er with guiding line 50 mm

CAT. NO. 930772

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld magnifi er with guiding line 65 mm

CAT. NO.930782

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld magnifi er with guiding line 80 mm

CAT. NO. 930792

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld magnifi er with guiding line 95 mm

CAT. NO. 930652 

Dome Magnifi er, Visolett Segment 

with inclination 65 mm

CAT. NO.930682

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld 

magnifi er 65 mm

CAT. NO.930662  

Dome Magnifi er, Visolett Circular 

magnifi er with plastic rim 65 mm

CAT. NO.930692

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld 

magnifi er 80 mm

CAT. NO. 930672

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld 

magnifi er 50 mm

CAT. NO. 930702  

Dome Magnifi er, Bright fi eld 

magnifi er 95 mm

Did you know 
you can customize 
Beecher products 

to work at a specifi c 
distance by adding a 

Beecher Cap?
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LOW
 VISIONS. Walters monoculars feature the highest quality optics designed to produce clear

images with minimal distortion and feature close focus capability. Individual patient 

visual and application needs determine which monocular is the best selection for 

that person.

LOW VISION TELESCOPES

CAT. NO. 8816 
Walters 101-105 10X25 MONOCULAR 
TS can be used as a hand-held unit or 
mounted on a stand or tripod . Includes a 
neck strap and case. Includes a neck strap 
and case. FIELD OF VIEW = 5.2°, FOCUS = 
Infinity to 15 inches, 4 oz., 4 1/2” x 1 3/8”

CAT. NO. 8822  
Walters 102-107 10X30 RUBBER MONOCULAR 
features a rubber covering for an extra firm grip 
and added optical protection which is especially 
useful for Orientation & Mobility activities. Includes 
a neck strap and case. FIELD OF VIEW = 6.5°, 
FOCUS = Infinity to 33 inches, 8 oz., 6” x 1 5/8”

CAT. NO. 8811 
Walters 101-080 8X20B MONOCULAR TS can 
be mounted in spectacles, finger rings, hand 
grips,spectacle clamps, stands, and tripods 
or can simply be used as a handheld device. 
Includes a neck strap and case. FIELD OF VIEW 
= 7.0°, FOCUS = Infinity to 11 inches, 2 1/2 
oz., 3 3/16” x 1 1/4”

CAT. NO. 8810  
Walters 101-070 7X25 MONOCULAR TS can be 
used as a hand-held unit or mounted on a stand 
or tripod . Includes a neck strap and case. FIELD 
OF VIEW = 6.0°, FOCUS = Infinity to 15 inches, 7 
1/2 oz., 5 5/8” x 1 5/8”

CAT. NO. 8819 
Walters 102-065 6X16B RUBBER MONOCULAR 
features a rubber covering for an extra firm grip 
and added optical protection which is especially 
useful for Orientation & Mobility activities. In-
cludes a strap and case. FIELD OF VIEW = 9.3°, 
FOCUS = Infinity to 11 inches, 2 1/3 oz., 
2 7/8” x 1 1/4”

CAT. NO. 8823  
Walters 102-205 5X30 RUBBER MONOCULAR 
features a rubber covering for an extra firm 
grip and added optical protection which is 
especially useful for Orientation & Mobility 
activities. Includes a neck strap and is Water 
Proof. FIELD OF VIEW = 7.0°, FOCUS = Infinity 
to 25 feet, 9 1/16 oz., 5 1/8” x 1 7/8”

CAT. NO. 8805  
Walters 101-021 3.25X25 MONOCULAR 
can be mounted in spectacles, finger rings, 
hand grips,spectacle clamps, stands, 
and tripods or can simply be used as a 
handheld device. Includes a neck strap 
and case. FIELD OF VIEW = 7.5°, FOCUS = 
Infinity to 11 inches, 1 1/5 oz., 2” x 1 1/8”

CAT. NO. 8801  
Walters 101-002 2.2X MINI MONOCULAR is 
designed for mounting in spectacles, finger 
rings, hand grips or spectacle clamps and 
includes 1 Lock Nut for mounting. FIELD OF 
VIEW = 9°, FOCUS = 12 Feet (Fixed), 1/4 oz., 
2/3” x 1/2”

CAT. NO. 8808  
Walters 101-060 6X16B MONOCULAR TS can 
be mounted in spectacles, finger rings, hand 
grips,spectacle clamps, stands, and tripods 
or can simply be used as a handheld device. 
Includes a neck strap and case. FIELD OF 
VIEW = 9.3°, FOCUS = Infinity to 9.75 inches, 
2 1/4 oz., 2 7/8” x 1 1/4”

CAT. NO. 8803  
Walters 101-010 2.75X8 MONOCULAR is 
designed for mounting in spectacles, finger 
rings, hand grips or spectacle clamps and 
includes 1 Lock Nut for mounting. FIELD 
OF VIEW = 12.5°, FOCUS = Infinity to 5 1/2 
inches, 3/4 oz., 1 1/2” x 7/8”

CAT. NO. 8814  
Walters 101-100 10X20 MONOCULAR 
TS  can be used as a hand-held unit or 
mounted on a stand or tripod . Includes a 
neck strap and case. Includes a neck strap 
and case. FIELD OF VIEW = 6.0°, FOCUS = 
Infinity to 16 inches, 4 oz., 4 1/2” x 1 1/8”

CAT. NO. 8820 
Walters 102-085 8X20 RUBBER MONOCULAR 
features a rubber covering for an extra firm 
grip and added optical protection which is 
especially useful for Orientation & Mobility 
activities. Includes a neck strap and case. 
FIELD OF VIEW = 7.0°, FOCUS = Infinity to 10 
1/2 inches, 3 1/2 oz., 3 3/4” x 1 1/8”

CAT. NO. 8826  

Walters 103-125 RING OR EQUIVALENT

CAT. NO. 8815  
Walters 101-102 10X30 MONOCULAR TS  
can be used as a hand-held unit or mounted 
on a stand or tripod . Includes a neck strap 
and case. Includes a neck strap and case. 
FIELD OF VIEW = 6.5°, FOCUS = Infinity to 33 
inches, 7 3/4 oz., 5 3/4” x 1 5/8”

CAT. NO. 8821  
Walters 102-087 8X30 RUBBER MONOCULAR 
features a rubber covering for an extra firm 
grip and added optical protection which is 
especially useful for Orientation & Mobility 
activities. Includes a neck strap and case. 
FIELD OF VIEW = 8.5°, FOCUS = Infinity to 19 
1/2 inches, 7 oz., 5 1/4” x 1 1/2”

CAT. NO. 8227  

Walters 103-126 HAND GRIP

CAT. NO. 8806 
Walters 101-041 4X12B MONOCULAR TS can 
be mounted in spectacles, finger rings, hand 
grips,spectacle clamps, stands, and tripods or can 
simply be used as a handheld device. Includes a 
neck strap and case. FIELD OF VIEW = 12.5°, FOCUS 
= Infinity to 7.75 inches, 1 3/4 oz., 2 15/16” x 1 1/4”

Did you know most 
Low Vision patients 

utilize multiple devices 
and solutions as each 
one is designed for a 
different function?
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LOW
 VISION

MULTI LENS

Precision Vision is committed to helping those with Low Vision. Did you know – that 

over 20 million Americans have early or intermediate AMD and that one in fi ve will 

lose some vision? Precision Vision is committed to serving these individuals by 

providing Eye Care Professionals with top quality products that exceed expecta-

tions from manufacturers such as Schweizer, Beecher Research, S. Walters, and the 

MultiLens portfolio of products.

Many Low Vision patients are told by their primary eye care provider that “nothing 

can be done” for them and these words are incredibly damaging as many patients 

suffer from depression as a result of this news and give up hope that there may 

be a solution that works for them as they assume they will go blind. Many of these 

individuals lose their sense of independence as they are forced to rely on friends and 

family to help them with many personal and private daily tasks such as reading their 

mail and reconciling bank statements. While they may lose some sight in the central 

area of their vision; with the proper training, lighting, and magnifi cation a sense of 

some of their independence can return and this is what makes Low Vision aids and 

solutions so important. As an Eye Care Professional you and your staff need to be 

prepared to offer your Low Vision patients customized solutions to fi t their unique set 

of circumstances. 

The MulitLens portfolio of products is designed to allow Eye Care Professionals (ECP) 

fl exibility in design while utilizing advanced optics and creative applications. 

MultiLens enables the ECP to provide a custom-made optical solution for 

their patient, many times on the same visit, right from their exam room or 

dispensary.

CAT. NO. 70991

Multi Lens Kits ML Vidi Test box 1

The ML VIDI is available to the ECP in an easy to use Test Set which contains two of the 

ML VIDI basic systems, front lenses for different working distances and an instruction 

manual. All of which can be combined in the exam room or dispensary to create a 

custom Low Vision solution while the patient waits, eliminating the need for the patient 

to schedule a follow up visit allowing the ECP more time to assist additional patients.

ML VIDI – Wide Field Telescope   

MultiLens is known for thinking outside of the box when designing their unique Low 

Vision solutions and the ML VIDI is no exception. Addressing the problems created by 

high magnifi cation, such as the narrowing of the visual fi eld, the ML VIDI telescopic sys-

tem uses slightly less 2x magnifi cation and combines this magnifi cation with a very wide 

visual fi eld, making it possible to get closer to an object and still see the whole object. 

Since the distance to the object is shorter, this in itself magnifi es the object and the real 

magnifi cation on the retina becomes higher thus accomplishing high magnifi cation 

without the side effects of a narrow fi eld of view. This short distance also decreases 

the need to have the telescopic system in a fi xed position to attain a steady image which 

makes the ML VIDI one of the most powerful telescopic devices on the market.

The ML VIDI is also one of the most versatile Low Vision Telescopic systems as it allows 

the option of individual Rx corrections, frame options, and other adjustments. This 

unique system employs a special mounting lens that can be edged to virtually any 

frame the patient may desire. The ECP can edge this mounting lens in house on their 

edger or by simply sending it in to their local Optical Lab to be edged with their regular 

Rx work.

Item Description Power

70001 ML Vidi Basic system 1.8 X 25°

70021 ML Vidi Basic system 1.6 X 36°

70200 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism -0.75

70201 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +0.75

70210 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +1.50

70230 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +3.00

70240 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +4.00

70250 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +5.00

70260 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +6.00

70280 FRONT LENS CAP, no prism +6.00

74200 FRONT LENS FLIP CAP, no prism -0.75

74201 FRONT LENS FLIP CAP, no prism +0.75

74210 FRONT LENS FLIP CAP, no prism +4.00

70120 Two Mounting Lenses - Plano for Vidi

CAT. NO. 8841  

Walters 108-010 MINI KIT

CAT. NO. 8839 

Walters 108-001 MONOCULAR KIT A

CAT. NO. 8840  

Walters 108-005 MONOCULAR KIT B

KIT CONTAINS

2.75x8 Monocular Short eye cup for 2.75x8, 3x20

3x20 Monocular Short eye cup for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20

4x12 Monocular Standard eye cup

6x16 Monocular Spectacle clamp adapter

8x20 Monocular Spectacle flip-up frame

2 diopter cap

5 1/2 diopter cap

2 sets lock rings

Walters/Smith Kettlewell grip

KIT CONTAINS

2.75 x 8 Monocular Finger ring

3x20 Monocular Micro stand 4x12, 6x16, 8x20, 10x20

4x12 Monocular Micro stand for 7x25, 10x30

4x12 Monocular 2 diopter cap for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20, 10x20

6x16 Monocular 2 diopter cap for 7x25, 10x30

7x25 Monocular Spectacle clamp adapter

8x20 Monocular Spectacle flip-up frame

10x20 Monocular Table top tripod

10x30 Monocular Tripod clamp for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20, 10x20

Tripod clamp for 7x25, 10x30

KIT CONTAINS

2.75 x 8 Monocular 8x30 Microscope w/ double grid

3x20 Monocular Collar to attach 4x12 to microscope

4.2 x 10 Monocular Finger ring

4x12 Monocular Flip-up Spectacle clamp

6x16 Monocular Micro stand for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20, 10x20, 14x20

8x20 Monocular Micro stand for 7x25, 8x30, 10x30

8x50 Monocular 2 diopter cap for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20, 10x20, 14x20

10x20 Monocular 2 diopter cap for 7x25, 8x30, 10x30

14x20 Monocular 5 1/2 diopter cap for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20, 10x20, 14x20

8x20 R Monocular 5 1/2 diopter cap for 7x25, 8x30, 10x30

8x30 R Monocular Short eye cup for 2.75x8, 3x20, 4.2 x 10

6x16 R Monocular Short eye cup for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20

3.25 x 25 Monocular Standard eye cup for 2.75 x 8, 3x20, 4.2 x 10

10x30 R Monocular Standard eye cup for 4x12, 6x16, 8x20

Table top tripod Spectacle flip-up frame w/elevation & PD adjustment

10x Pocket loupe Adjustable Spectacle clamp

Tripod clamp #1 Frosted lens

Tripod clamp #2 Blackout lens

LOW VISION TELESCOPES
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LOW
 VISION

ML BINO – For close reading binocularly

The ML Bino helps patients to read using their binocular vision at a short reading distance. When a magnifi ed image is placed on the retina, and as the reading addition 

is increased, the reading distance is reduced and thus the patient has to converge more. The reading distance may become so short that the normal ability to converge is 

insuffi cient and as a result a double image will be seen.

This can be resolved by using “base-in” prism to assist the patient’s natural convergence. There are a number of factors that must be taken into account when deciding whether 

or not to use these devices, and these are described below. We will also try to indicate why an ML BINO, + 8 for instance, will function in different ways for different patients.

The prism is very precisely measured, placed and edged into the frame. This is essential to avoid unwanted prism vertically which causes problems and discomfort for the 

patient. The position of the eye in relation to the optical center (OC) of the lens will infl uence the amount of prism which the lens can create. An eye which looks through an 

optical plus lens, with the optical center nasal to the eye, will create base-in prism. Consequently, a patient with a large PD will have more prism base-in than a patient with a 

small PD. However, a patient with a large PD will have to converge more in order to be able to read at the same distance as a patient with a small PD.

The reading distance has a clear infl uence on the function of the device because it is that distance which will affect how much prism is required. The reading distance will be 

dependet on the power of the device and the patient’s refractive error.

Item Number Description Frame Color Power

43230 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +3.00

43260 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +3.50

40240 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +4.00

40250 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +5.00

40260 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +6.00

40280 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +8.00

40200 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +10.00

40220 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +12.00

40210 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +14.00

40290 BINO Halv-2 BROWN +16.00

43330 BINO Halv-3 METAL +3.00

43360 BINO Halv-3 METAL +3.50

40340 BINO Halv-3 METAL +4.00

40350 BINO Halv-3 METAL +5.00

40360 BINO Halv-3 METAL +6.00

40380 BINO Halv-3 METAL +8.00

40300 BINO Halv-3 METAL +10.00

40320 BINO Halv-3 METAL +12.00

40310 BINO Halv-3 METAL +14.00

40390 BINO Halv-3 METAL +16.00

43430 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +3.00

43460 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +3.50

40440 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +4.00

40450 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +5.00

40460 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +6.00

40480 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +8.00

40400 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +10.00

40420 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +12.00

40410 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +14.00

40490 BINO Halv-4 BLACK +16.00

43830 BINO Halv-5 GREY +3.00

43860 BINO Halv-5 GREY +3.50

40840 BINO Halv-5 GREY +4.00

40850 BINO Halv-5 GREY +5.00

40860 BINO Halv-5 GREY +6.00

40880 BINO Halv-5 GREY +8.00

40800 BINO Halv-5 GREY +10.00

Item Number Description

10507 Standard Lens White, +12 (Back Vertex Power)

10508 Standard Lens White, +16 (Back Vertex Power)

10509 Standard Lens White, +20 (Back Vertex Power)

10510 Standard Lens White, +24 (Back Vertex Power)

Item Description Power

72001 ML RP Inverted Galilean system 0.5X, 54˚

72110 Plano mounting lens for RP (13 Ø hole)

Item Description Power

70023 Basic system 1.9X 25˚

70024 Basic system 1.7X 38˚

70120 2 mounting lenses plano

70300 Correction ring

ML X-LENTI  

The ML X-Lenti is a high power optical lens for reading at close distances. It is an aid for 

partially sighted people with relatively mild problems. One advantage of the ML X-Lenti 

is that it is made of CR39, making it simple for optometrists to edge the lenses to fi t into 

the frames. The diameter of the lens is 62 millimetres with a bowl of 34 millimeters.

ML FOCUS 

ML Focus is a telescopic system that offers the same advantages as the ML Vidi, but is more 

versatile as a simple turning movement easily adjusts the focus to different working distances. 

The ML Focus magnifi es up to 2.4 times.but also provides an extremely large fi eld of vision 

and makes it possible to look at an entire object at close range. Because the magnifi cation is 

produced in a shorter distance, this means the actual magnifi cation experienced on the retina 

is greater. A short distance also reduces the need to hold the telescopic system completely 

still which means that shakes and trembles are less annoying. ML Focus is one of the most 

powerful telescopic devices available in the market. Moreover, it is extremely simple to adjust 

the focus for different working distances.

ML RP  

Magnifi cation does not help a person with a reduced visual fi eld, instead they will 

benefi t from aid that reduces the size of the object. This idea is similar to how a door’s 

peephole works. The ML RP offers the advantage of widening the fi eld of vision, which 

compensates for the loss of visual fi eld for a person suffering from, for example, 

Retinitis Pigmentosa.
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FAX ORDER FORM

Account Name:  _________________________________  Account Number:_________________________

Patient Name:  __________________________________  Date: ___________________________________

❑
LENS POWER HALV-3 METAL HALV-4 BLACK HALV-5 GRAY

❑ ❑ ❑ ❑

❑
LENS POWER QTY MOUNTING LENS

R ❑ ❑
L ❑ ❑

SPHERE1 CYL. AXIS FILTER
MOUNTING 

LENS
-0,75 +1,50 +3,00 +4,00

R ❑ R

1.6X  ❑ 1.8X  ❑ L ❑ L

              ML VIDI FRONT-LENS

EDGING INFORMATION
DISTANCE NEAR

PD/R L PD/R L FRAME NAME A B ED DBL

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
QTY ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PLEASE RETURN FORM VIA FAX TO PRECISION VISION AT 815.223.2224

ADDITIONAL FORMS ARE AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD & PRINT AT PRECISION-VISION.COM

ML FILTERS – Colors for comfort, contrast, and protection  

Multilens has been manufacturing medical-fi lters which block a specifi c spectra of light since 1987. They are mainly used to give better comfort, sharpness and contrast, but are also 

a protection against short-wave light.

When the light passes through the lens of the eye, the blue part of the spectra will spread, causing what could be described as distortion on the retina. The purpose of a fi lter lens is to 

block this disturbing part of blue light. This is one of the main reasons why so many people who have tried fi lter-lenses experience increased comfort, sharpness and contrast. This is 

especially true for individuals with Low Vision who are more dependent on the information they get from the retina, making it imperative that it is as clear and sharp as possible.

Most of the clinical studies today show that the short-wave UV- and bluelight has a damaging effect if it is allowed to pass through the cornea and on to the retina. How damaging it is 

will depend on the energy of the light, which depends on the light’s wavelength. The shorter the wavelength, the higher the energy is.

An optical device and a fi lter often go hand in hand. The purpose of the optical device is to give the patient the needed magnifi cation and a sharp image. But, the importance of good 

illumination and a fi lter that blocks disturbing light, should never be underestimated. ML Filters are available in stock for use in the ML VIDI system, as a plano-lens which an ECP can 

edge into a patient’s preferred frame, and as “fl irps”, pictured right, which are used by ECPs to assess the proper fi lter color for their patients unique needs.

Did you know that the ML Filters can be edged in your offi ce or at the lab into almost any frame on your frame board?

ML FLIRP TEST – CAT. NO. 39925

With this test kit you or your patient can easily assess which fi lter 

will work best for their unique needs. You can also combined 

polarization and fi lter for the ultimate solution. The set includes a 

clear plastic stand which can be placed on a desk or counter for 

quick access.

Item Number Description Base Curve

31040 ML Filter Plano 400 6

31640 ML Filter Plano 400 8

31045 ML Filter Plano 450 6

31645 ML Filter Plano 450 8

31050 ML Filter Plano 500 6

31650 ML Filter Plano 500 8

31051 ML Filter Plano 511 6

31651 ML Filter Plano 511 8

31652 ML Filter Plano 527 8

31052 ML Filter Plano 527 6

31055 ML Filter Plano 550 6

31655 ML Filter Plano 550 8

31058 ML Filter Plano 580 6

31658 ML Filter Plano 580 8

31031 ML Filter Plano C1 6

31631 ML Filter Plano C1 8
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